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Tierrafino Stone
Waterproof shiny, lime-based plaster
INTRODUCTION
Tierrafino Stone is a waterproof shiny lime-based
plaster for interior and exterior use. Its strength
and marble-like appearance make it ideal for
bathrooms and wet-rooms, fireplaces, table-tops,
stairways, pillars and other ornamental uses, even
floors.
GENERAL
Tierraﬁno Stone Tadelakt is
a water-proof, shiny limebased plaster for interior and
exterior use, supplied as a
powder. Tierraﬁno Stone’s
strength and marble-like
appearance make it ideal for
bathrooms, ﬁreplaces, tabletops, stairways, pillars and
other ornamental use.
This beautiful ﬁnish follows
the old Moroccan “Tadelakt”
tradition. Tadelakt, freely
translated, means to rub in.
In this case it is meant that
the nearly ﬁnished lime coat
is polished with a stone,
rubbing Tadelakt soap into the
surface. The Tadelakt soap,
which is based on pure olive
oil, adds to the shine, but
perhaps even more important,
it makes sure the surface is
left waterproof.
Floors can be done in
Tierraﬁno Stone, but remain
somewhat fragile to, for

instance, small stones in
the sole of a shoe which
will scratch the ﬁnish.
Therefore we only advise
to use Tierraﬁno stone in
areas where walking is done
bare feet or on soft shoes. A
minimum of pigments should
be used on ﬂoors (1-2 %).
Tierraﬁno imports this
material from Morocco and
brings it to colour with
beautiful earth pigments. This
to ensure a 100% natural
building material and to
create our 6 standard colours
that all have a natural look.
Tierraﬁno Stone Tadelakt,
seen in the most exquisite of
Moroccan bath houses, lends
to a most elegant and serene
atmosphere. Tierraﬁno Stone
offers a classic and stylish
ﬁnish to your bathroom,
kitchen and other feature
areas in your home and
workplace.

PRODUCT DATA
Coverage

Maintenance

At a thickness of 5mm, 5kg
Tierrafino Stone covers an
area of approximately 1m².
A 12.5kg container will cover
approximately 2.5m².

Do not clean with aggressive
cleansers. Instead use
Tierrafino Soap. This will not
only keep the finish clean
but will also maintain the
waterproofing.

Drying Time

The finished Tierrafino
Stone will take from 2 to 24
hours to be dry enough for
polishing. After approximately
1 week the final colour can
be seen. After approximately
6 months the finish will be
fully hardened. The walls of a
shower cabinet can be used
after 1 week; shower floors
after 4 weeks.

Time

Tierrafino Stone is a very
labour-intensive material.
Allow for the application of
approximately 4m² per day
per operative.

Ingredients
Lime

COLOURS

Delphi White

Djenné Red

Roman Ochre

Iquitos Green
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Nassau Orange

Gomera Grey

Tierraﬁno Stone Tadelakt is available in Delphi white to
which pigments can be added for colour. It is also possible
to make a choice from our pre-coloured range: Roman
Ochre, Nassau Orange, Djenné Red, Iquitos Green and
Gomera Grey. These standard colours have been pre-mixed
with 100% natural earth pigments.
Please note: Tierrafino Stone is a specialist
plaster applied using techniques that differ
slightly from those employed for conventional
gypsum. Please refer to the Tierrafino technical
sheet for more details on this product.
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